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Concept
Bano concept involves well planned placement of all 
the features within a bathroom. To ensure the best 
possible functionality, each product has been adapted 
and further developed during several years of testing 
and use. 

In order to develop a bathroom that helps people with 
reduced functional abilities to achieve optimal movement 
within this space. 
Bano has been carrying out research about people´s 
natural movement patterns for over five years. The result is 
a bathroom concept that gives the user security and facilitates 
independence.

The main focus of Bano´s concept:
• Functionality and flexiblity at all bathroom areas.
• Increase quality of life: Improved functionality in the bathroom 
  gives senior citizens a higher degree of security and independence. 
• Improve working environment: reducing strain on the caregiver
• Height adjustable toilets and washbasins can be height adapted to all 
  users needs.
• Bano grab bar support : strategically designed to “intuitive grab on” 
  in case of body unbalance or lack of vision.

Bano is designed for care.
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Bano provides a 3-year warranty against
manufacturing defects: i.e.if such defects
appear within 3 years of installation,
customers can replace the defective
item with a corresponding properties.
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Bano’s products meet the provisions in the 
EU safety requirements. The directive for
medical equipment 93/42 / EEC, Class 1.
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Height adjustable toilets/cistern

 

The electrical toilet/cistern height is controlled 
by a eletrical control attached on the toilet 
grab bars.
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Quickly and easy / Electrical or manual
Bano’s height adjustable toilet/cistern can be adjusted either 
manually with a crank or electrically. This lightens the carer’s 
work load because with simple steps one person can quickly 
and easy adjust the height of the toilet and grab bars to fit the 
user needs. For bathrooms with external pipes,  an extension 
for the cistern must be used.
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Bano height adjustable toilets/cistern are suited for 
bathroom areas where the toilet height requirements 
are different for each user, for example hospitals and 
nursing homes. Maximum weight load: 500kg

Bano toilet grab bars can be placed up when are
not in use, this functionality gives better accessibility 
around the Bano bathrooms.



Bano height adjustable toilets/cistern
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The height of the toilet can be adjusted 
from 400 to 600 mm (200 mm).
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5970S2-EL 
Bano height adjustable 
toilet/cistern  - electrical
White

5970S2-EL-G 
Bano height adjustable 
toilet/cistern  - electrical
Gray

5970S2-EL-B 
Bano height adjustable 
toilet/cistern  - electrical
Black

5970-MA 
Bano height adjustable 
toilet/cistern  - manual
White

5970-MA-G 
Bano height adjustable 
toilet/cistern  - manual
Gray

5970S-MA-B 
Bano height adjustable 
toilet/cistern  - manual
Black

Bano højdejusterbart toilet- manuel
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Bano height adjustable toilet/cistern  - electrical

The height adjustment eletrical 
control can be placed in different
location on the toilet grab bars 
or cistern. 



Bano height adjustable toilets/cistern

Bano toilet bowls
 

Bano extensions for cistern

Bano toilet seats 

5970-03 white

5970-06 grey

5970-04 black

5970-07 red

 Bano back rest for 700 mm 5975 toilet bowl 

5965 Toilet bowl 530 mm

5975 Toilet bowl 700 mm

3477 white holder

3477-G grey holder

Accessories

5972-03 grey 

5972-03B black
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5970-22 Extension 50 mm 
for cistern
5970-23 Extension 100 mm, 
for cistern

5216  60 mm wood screws
5218  80 mm wood screws

5603-B Toilet grab bar- 900 mm- black
For h.adj toilet/cistern 5970S2-EL and 5970-MA- Mounting to cistern
5604-B Toilet grab bar- 700 mm- black
For h.adj toilet/cistern 5970S2-EL and 5970-MA- Mounting to cistern

For technical information see page 24 For technical information see page 24

For technical information see page 38For technical information see pages 34-35

5603-EL Toilet grab bar with eletrical height control - 900 mm- grey 
For toilet/cistern 5970S2-EL and 5970-MA - Mounting to cistern
5604-EL Toilet grab bar with eletrical height control - 700 mm- grey
For toilet/cistern 5970S2-EL and 5970-MA - Mounting to cistern

5603 Toilet grab bar- 900 mm- grey 
For h.adj toilet/cistern 5970S2-EL and 5970-MA- Mounting to cistern
5604 Toilet grab bar- 700 mm- grey
For h.adj toilet/cistern 5970S2-EL and 5970-MA- Mounting to cistern

Bano wall mounted toilet brush

Toilet grab bars for h.adj toilet/cistern 5970S2-EL and 5970-MA
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Height adjustable washbasin 
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Functionally designed 
Bano 5202 hygienic washbasin is designed to meet the user needs. 
It has a solid grab bar in front which provides security for the user. 
The washbasin has drainage in the front and is therefore well adjusted for 
wheelchair users. There is storage room on both sides of the washbasin. 
Height-adjustment
The washbasin is used with Bano’s height adjustable wall mounted module 
(5207-EL, electrical, or 5207-MA, manual with crank). 

B BANO®
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Easy and hygienic
Bano hygienic washbasin is made especially to easy 
and hygienic cleaning. The underside has a cover 
which effectively hides tubes and pipes and simplifies 
the task of cleaning. Load tested to 300 kg.
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The height adjustment eletrical 
control can be placed in different
location on the hygienic washbasin.



5202/R-W (right)
5202/L-W (left)
Hygienic washbasin
White grab bar
1032 x 588 mm

5202/R-B (right)
5202/L-B (left) 
Hygienic washbasin
Black grab bar 
1032 x 588 mm

5202/R (right)
5202/L (left) 
Hygienic washbasin
Grey grab bar 
1032 x 588 mm

Bano height adjustable modules for 5202R/L hygienic washbasin

5207-MA Bano manual height 
adjustable modul with crank  for 
5202 hygienic washbasin
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52070 Bano mounting brackets without height adjustment 
for 5202 hygienic washbasin

5207-EL Bano electrical height 
adjustable modul for 5202 
hygienic washbasin

70
0-

90
0

630

21
5

Bano 5202 hygienic washbasin for h.adjust. modul: 5207-EL, 5207-MA and mounting brackets 52070 

LeftRight

1032

58
8

Without height adjustment

Adapted for wheelchair users
Bano hygienic washbasin has a run off at the front , which is very useful in connection with brushing teeth, 
washing faces, etc. This is especially important for users sitting in a chair or in a wheelchair.

52094 Bano flexible outflow pipe5805 Bano washbasin tap with long spout
For technical information see page 43For technical information see page 30

Accessories

Bano’s height adjustable wall mounted modules: 5207-EL electrical, or 5207-MA manual with crank. 
Helps reduce strain on nursing staff by being easily adjusted in height to fit the user needs. 
The height adjusters can be operated by one person.
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Bano standard washbasin
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Accessories for 5200 standard washbasin

1000

50
0

Left

Bano standard washbasin is functionally designed to meet the needs of care home residents. 
An integrated grab bar improves safety and confidence in everyday tasks.
 Adapted for wheelchair users
There is also a run off in the front of the washbasin, which is very useful in connection with brushing teeth, 
washing faces and etc. This is especially important for users sitting in a chair or in a wheelchair. 
Load tested to 300 kg. Bano standard washbasin can be supplied with or without manual height adjustable
mounting brackets.

  5207-02 Bano manual height 
  adjustable brackets- grey

52088 Bano non adjustable
           fixed brackets 
 

42
4

42
4

           240 x 52 mm

5200/R (right) and 5200/L (left) 
Standard washbasin with grey grab bar
1000 x 500 mm

5200/R-B (right) and 5200/L-B (left) 
Standard washbasin with black grab bar
1000 x 500 mm

5200/R-W (right) and 5200/L-W (left)
Standard washbasin with white grab bar
1000 x 500 mm

Right

5805 Bano washbasin tap with 
         long spout

52094 Bano flexible outflow pipe

For technical information see page 43 For technical information see page 30

  5207-B-02 Bano manual height 
  adjustable brackets- black
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Bano universal washbasin

Bano universal washbasin is supplied with fixed brackets as standard. This washbasins 
can be installed free standing on a wall or in combination with a side cabinet. 
The washbasin provides plenty of space for hygiene articles.
 
In addition, it is 600 mm deep with a flat base to ensure good access for wheelchair 
users. We recommend installing the washbasin with a Bano outflow pipe next to the wall.

The grab bar on the leading edge 
provides good support during use 
and when moving towards and from 
the washbasin. Load tested to 300 kg
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275 190

60

637

 
 7201      Bano universal washbasin with grey grab bar and  fixed mounting brackets 
  
 7201-W Bano universal washbasin with white grab bar and fixed mounting brackets

 

7202-W-02  Bano universal washbasin with white grab bar and manual height adjustable brackets
  

7202-02      Bano universal washbasin with grey grab bar and manual height adjustable brackets
 

 7201-B  Bano universal washbasin with black grab bar and fixed mounting brackets

7202-B-02 Bano universal washbasing with black grab bar and manual height adjustable brackets

5805 Bano washbasin tap with long spout

Accessories

42
4

42
4

Manual height adjustable brackets

Bano universal washbasin
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For technical information see page 43 For technical information see page 30

800

600

Bano universal washbasin with grab bar without height adjustment  800 x 600 mm

52094 Bano flexible outflow pipe

800

600

7200 Bano universal washbasin without grab bar and without height adjustment 

Bano universal washbasin without grab bar and without height adjustment  800 x 600 mm

Bano universal washbasin with grab bar and manual height adjustable brackets 800 x 600 mm

B BANO®
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Bano standard HC washbasin

 8200 Bano standard HC washbasin  655 x 560 mm

Bano standard HC washbasin is a simple and reasonable washbasin. It is supplied with 
fixing brackets and intended for use with the Bano flexible outflow pipe, which provides 
good access for wheelchair users. We recommend using the Bano washbasin tap
with this washbasin.
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52094 Bano flexible outflow pipe

5805 Bano washbasin tap with long spout

Accessories

Bano standard HC washbasin

For technical information see page 43

For technical information see page 30
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Shower seats

Ergonomic shape and tempered surface
Bano shower seat features a range of benefits. It is ergonomically shaped and covered 
with structural foam to provide a soft tempered surface. There is a hole in the middle to 
allow the water to run off. Easy to clean.

With or without height adjustment
The shower seat can be supplied with fixed brackets with or without height adjustment. 
The height of the shower seat is simple to adjust. It can be adjusted up to 200 mm 
(from 400–600 mm). The wall mounted fixed brackets provide a strong estructure for 
the shower seat. Load capacity has being tested for maximum 500 kg. 

With or without armrest
If the user need a extra support, armrests can be attached to the same wall mounted rail 
as is used for the shower seat. The arm rests are made of the same material as the shower 
seat. The armrests are sold separately.
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Bano shower seat can be folded up 
against the wall when is not in use.
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With height adjustment and armrest

5710-02 Bano armrest- grey

5701-02 Bano shower seat without height adjustment- grey

Without height adjustment

5701-B-02 Bano shower seat without height adjustment- black

5710-B-02 Bano armrest- black

5700-02 Bano shower seat with
height adjustment- grey

5700-B-02 Bano shower seat with
height adjustment- black

With height adjustment

42
5

30
0

Bano shower seats
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5700-02 Bano shower seat with
height adjustment- grey

5700-B-02 shower seat with
height adjustment- black
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Shower rail/grab bar
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Bano shower rail is a combination of shower rail and grab bar. 
It features an angled shape, which makes it extremely versatile. 
It is available angled to the left or to the right. It is delivered without 
joints to improve hygiene and simpler installation. The shower rail 
is coated with anti bacterial puro coat for optimal grip. 
Bano supplies a moveable shower shelf specially designed for 
the shower rail. 

Load tested to 500 kg. 

B BANO®
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5596-B Bano black shower shelf

5596 Bano white shower shelf

5596-G Bano grey shower shelf
             

For technical information see pages 36/37

Bano shower shelf 200 x 130 mm
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Bano shower rail/grab bar

5581/L Bano shower rail/grab bar- left- white

5581/L-G Bano shower rail/grab bar- left- grey

5581/R Bano shower rail/grab bar- right- white

5581/R-G Bano shower rail/grab bar- right- grey

5581/L-B Bano shower rail/grab bar- left- metallic black
5581/R-B Bano shower rail/grab bar- right- metallic black

Left Right

58820-01 16 Bano shower head/hose

58820 Bano shower thermostat 150 c/c

Accessories

For technical information see page 31

For technical information see page 31

Bano shower head holder
Was specially designed so it 
can be moved up and down,  
this functionality ensure the 
ideal height irrespective of 
whether the user is standing 
up or sitting down.

B BANO®
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Load tested to 500 kg.  
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Bano grab bars for wall

Delivered without joints to improve hygiene and simpler installation. To ensure optimal 
grip, the grab bar thickness is 32 mm combined with anti bacterial powder coating. 
40 mm distance between the bar and the wall is a functional design and great grab 
which the user feels secure and confident that will not fall. Also, this 40 mm distance 
from the wall is functional when the user is holding,  because there is enough space 
to grab and doesn´t hurt the user´s hands. 

B BANO®
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Bano wall grab bar L shape 
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Bano grab bar L shape features an angled shape, which makes it extremely versatile. 
The grab bar is available angled to the left or right.

Accessories

790

861

790

857

674

5591/ L  Bano wall grab bar L shape- left- white

 5591/ L-G Bano wall grab bar L shape- left- grey

5591/ L-B Bano wall grab bar L shape- left- metallic black

5591/ R Bano wall grab bar L shape- right- white

 5591/ R-G Bano wall grab bar L shape- right- grey

5591/ R-B Bano wall grab bar L shape- right- metallic black

Left Right

5596-B Bano black    
             shower shelf

5596    Bano white  
            shower shelf

5596-G Bano grey 
             shower shelf
             

For technical information see pages 36/37

5491-B Bano black 
            bathroom shelf      

   5491-G Bano grey
                bathroom shelf      

5491    Bano white
            bathroom shelf  

For technical information see pages 36/37

Bano bathroom shelf 345 x 149 mm

Ø 32

72
40

Bano shower shelf 200 x 130 mm
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Bano wall grab bars

 
Delivered without joints for improved hygiene and simpler installation. Thickness of 32 mm 
combined with anti bacterial powder coating ensures optimal grip. 40 mm distance between 
the bar and the wall means a better design and greater confidence for the user. 
Load tested to 500 kgs.
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Bano wall grab barsB BANO®
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Bano wall grab bars

5440-B    Wall grab bar 400 mm-   metallic black 
5460-B    Wall grab bar 600 mm-   metallic black 
5480-B    Wall grab bar 800 mm-   metallic black 
54100-B  Wall grab bar 1000 mm- metallic black 

5440-G    Wall grab bar 400 mm-   grey
5460-G    Wall grab bar 600 mm-   grey
5480-G    Wall grab bar 800 mm-   grey
54100-G  Wall grab bar 1000 mm- grey

5440    Wall grab bar 400 mm-   white
5460    Wall grab bar 600 mm-   white
5480    Wall grab bar 800 mm-   white
54100  Wall grab bar 1000 mm- white

5402-G Bano wall double hook- grey

 Bano wall double hook

5402 Bano wall double hook- white

5402-B Bano wall double hook- black
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For technical information see page 41

400

40
32

600

800

1000

Accessories

5596-B Bano black shower shelf

5596    Bano white shower shelf

5596-G Bano grey shower shelf
             

For technical information see pages 36/37

5491-B Bano black 
             bathroom shelf        

   5491-G Bano grey 
                bathroom shelf        

5491    Bano white 
            bathroom shelf        

For technical information see pages 36/37

Bano bathroom shelf 345 x 149 mm

Bano shower shelf 200 x 130 mm

B BANO®
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Bano toilet bowls and toilet seats

Wall-mounted toilet for built-in cistern
Bano toilet bowls are ergonomically designed so that users can sit with safety and comfortable. 
Height adjustment
The toilet extends 530 mm, and when installed with a Bano Cistern (5970-EL/MA) can be raised and 
lowered electrically or manually by a hand crank by up to 200 mm so that the height ideally suits the 
needs of each user. Load tested to 500 kgs. 

5965 Bano toilet bowl 530 mm

5975 Bano toilet bowl 700 mm

5970-03 Bano toilet seat- white

5970-06 Bano toilet seat- grey

5970-04 Bano toilet seat- black

5970-07 Bano toilet seat- red

Bano toilet seats
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Wall-mounted toilet for built-in cistern
Bano toilet bowls are ergonomically designed so that users can sit with safety and comfortable. 
Height adjustment
The toilet extends 700 mm, and when installed with a Bano height adjustable cistern (5970-EL/MA) can be 
raised and lowered electrically or manually up to 200 mm. The height adjustment helps the needs of each 
user for diferent height. The 700 mm length makes it easier for the care personnel to provide assistance. 
For increased stability and safety, a Bano 5972 back rest can be placed on the toilet. Load tested to 500 kg. 

The toilet seat has been developed with side blocks for improved stability when users sitt down or 
go away from the toilet.

Hygienic and stable toilet seat
A simple mechanism for fitting and removing the seat facilitates cleaning and improves hygiene.

B BANO®
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Bano toilet grab bars

5972-03B black

5972-03 grey 

Bano back rest for 700 mm 5975 toilet bowl Bano wall mounted toilet brush

3477 white holder

3477-G grey holder

 
5600/R-02 right and 5600/L-02 left
900 mm grey toilet grab bar-
Height adjustable- wall mounting
5607/R-02 right and 5607/L-02 left
700 mm grey toilet grab bar
Height adjustable- wall mounting

5600/R-B-02 right and 5600/L-B-02 left
900 mm black grab bar
Height adjustable- wall mounting
5607/R-B-02 right and 5607/L-B-02 left
700 mm black toilet grab bar
Height adjustable- wall mounting

5601-B-02  900 mm black toilet grab bar
Non adjustable- wall mounting
5608-B-02  700 mm black toilet grab bar
Non adjustable- wall mounting

5970-10 Bano standard cistern 5970-02 11 Bano cistern– manual height adjustment
up til 70 mm (for in building)
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Accessories for toilet bowls

5601-02  900 mm grey toilet grab bar
Non adjustable- wall mounting
5608-02  700 mm grey toilet grab bar
Non adjustable- wall mounting

One of the greatest challenges in the bathroom involves moving on and off the toilet, Bano toilet grab bars 
makes this easier for both the resident and the care provider.The height of the support bar is simple to adjust 
from 700 to 900 mm. The generous length (900 mm) provides good ergonomic support. By bending forwards 
and using upper body strength, users can easily move on and off the toilet. 
Bano also supplies a 700 mm grab bar with and without height adjustment. This is intended for use in situations 
where space is limited. The end of the grab bar has a smart designed “handle” that provides a good, secure grip. 
When it is not in use, the grab bar can be folded up against the wall to free up floor space. Load tested to 400 kg.

For more information see page 38For more information see pages 34/35
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Cabinets
The bathroom cabinet contains a range of well designed elements. It features
a solid construction and is adapted for installation with the Bano washbasins. 
The socket for the electrical connection is positioned inside the cabinet, where 
it is well protected against splashes of water. The positioning of the electrical 
outlet also provides good accessibility for wheelchair users.
On installation, the cabinet door can be hinged on the right or on the left, with 
the integrated grab bar on the opposite side.  Dampening on doors and drawers.
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The cabinet grab bar have been 
specially designed to stand a load 
of 400 kg.

The lower section of the 
cabinet contains a pull out 
wire basket.

B BANO®
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5311-B Bano grab bar for standard/tall cabinet
             metallic black

5311 Bano grab bar for standard/tall cabinet-grey

Left  Right

5302D/R (right) Bano standard tall cabinet, white 
1800 x 400 x 400 mm
5302D/L (left) Bano standard tall cabinet, white 
1800 x 400 x 400 mm
5302-30D/R (right) Bano standard tall cabinet, white 
1800 x 300 x 400 mm
 5302-30D/L (left) Bano standard tall cabinet, white 
1800 x 300 x 400 mm

Bano standard tall cabinets 

Accessories
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5303-44/R (right) Bano tall cabinet with 2 doors, white 
1800 x 400 x 400 mm
5303-44/L (left) Bano tall cabinet with 2 doors, white 
1800 x 400 x 400 mm
5303-34/R (right) Bano tall cabinet with 2 doors, white 
1800 x 300 x 400 mm
5303-34/L (left) Bano tall cabinet with 2 doors, white 
1800 x 300 x 400 mm

5303-44 5303-34 
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Bano tall cabinets with 2 doors 

Left Right

5311-W Bano grab bar for tall cabinet- white
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Bano special cabinet with door

5304-34 Bano special cabinet witout door, white 1330 x 300 x 380 mm

8300-W Bano horizontal cabinet, white 325 x 650 x170 mm

650

17
032

5

8341/R (right) Bano side cabinet with door, white 650 x 325 x 170 mm

5304-34F/R (right) Bano special cabinet with door, white 
1330 x 300 x 400 mm
5304-34F/L (left)    Bano special cabinet with door, white 
1330 x 300 x 400 mm

5304-44F/R (right) Bano special cabinet with door, white 
1330 x 400 x 400 mm
5304-44F/L (left)    Bano special cabinet with door, white 
1330 x 400 x 400 mm

8341/L (left)   Bano side cabinet with door, white  650 x 325 x 170 mm

Left

Left

5304-44 Bano special cabinet witout door, white 1330 x 400 x 380 mm
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5304-44F
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Bano horizontal cabinet

Bano side cabinet with door

Bano special cabinet without door
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5101-02 Bano mirror

Bano mirrors

Bano lampe

The mirror has two pieces integrated lightning area. It is available in two light color: 3000K or 4000K. 
Expected life of the lamps are approximately 30.000 hours.

600

900

Bano optimirror plus is a high-quality float glass mirror with silver coating on one side. This ensures 
extremely high light reflection up to 92%.
Bano optimirror plus provides good protection to the layer of silver, without using conventional materials 
such as copper and lead. Not only is this an environmentally friendly approach, but it also provides much 
better protection against natural corrosion compared to standard mirrors. This means an end to problems 
with black edges and cracks in the coating. The mirror, which is part of a Bano bathroom solution, has 
polished edges and is fastened to the wall using clips.

600

960
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B BANO®

Designed for careBano mirror with LED lights
5190-01 Bano mirror with LED lights 3000k / 60 x 600 x 900 mm
5190-02 Bano mirror with LED lights 4000k / 60 x 600 x 900 mm

5114 Bano bathroom light LED 600 mm
5115 Bano bathroom light 600 mm (T5 Fluorescent)

72

57

510

198

600

It is a surface luminaire with a plain and functional design. The diffuser in triple extruded acrylic gives good 
light distribution. When fitted to a mirror it will, with its transparent gradients provide a pleasant soft light to 
the face and the closest surroundings. It can be used in bathrooms, toilets, cloakroom and laundry room. 
The luminaire body is manufactured in steel with white end caps in synthetic material. The luminaire is 
flexible and can be mounted both horizontally or vertically.



5805 Bano washbasin tap with long spout and lever.

5802 Bano washbasin tap with standard spout

The Bano washbasin tap with standard lever features the same design and function as our other 
single-lever tap. The standard lever is shorter and has an elegant design suited to the private market.

The Bano washbasin tap is a classic single lever tap specially designed for the 
Bano washbasin. The tap is user friendly with a long spout and a long lever. The Bano 
washbasin tap is designed with a long spout to ensure that the stream of water flows far 
into the basin. The ergonomically designed lever is user friendly.
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Bano washbasin tap with long spout and lever

Bano washbasin tap with standard spout

Bano  washbasin taps

30
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Bano shower head and hose

Bano shower thermostat

58820-01 16 Bano shower head og hose

58820 Bano shower thermostat 150 

The shower head can be moved up and down on the shower rail to the desired height. 
This means less water sprayed when the user is sitting on the shower seat as a result, 
the user can easily wash his/her body without wetting his/her hair. The shower head 
features a special filter to prevent the build-up of lime scale and to improve hygiene. 
The shower hose itself is soft and flexible, which makes it pleasant to use.

User friendly
The Bano pressure controlled shower thermostat is ergonomically designed so that it is easy
to turn the water on and off. The Bano mixer is fitted with a pressure controlled thermostat 
that reacts to and compensates for even the smallest changes in the water temperature. 
You can choose the temperature you require in advance. A temperature lock prevents you 
from setting the temperature too high. This makes the Bano thermostat mixer very safe, even 
for users that suffer from dementia. 
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1,5-1,8 mm

9748 Check valve back flow preventer Ø15mm
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Bano back rest for the 700 mm toilet for extra support is ergonomically designed.  
Made of structural foam that gives a soft, tempered surface. The material is firm and 
provides support. The back rest is easy to clean.

Ergonomic shape, soft and tempered surface

Bano back rest for toilet bowl 700 mm
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5972-03 Bano back rest - grey
For 700 mm 5975 toilet bowl

5972-03B Bano back rest - black
For 700 mm 5975 toilet bowl

Bano back rest for 700 mm toilet bowl 
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Bano´s products details have been manufactured to a holistic design to ensure 
that all components match in the bathroom. The bathroom and shower shelves 
are available in different colours. 
The movable shelves can be placed horizontally on the shower pole or grab bar. 
This ensures that no holes need to be drilled into the wall. 

Bano bathroom shelf is spacious and has an extra high rim to hold toiletries and a 
toilet bag. Small bathroom shelf has room for both shampoo and conditioner. 
Adequate water draining ensures good hygiene.
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Bano shelves

Bano shower shelf 

Bano bathroom shelf for toilet bags
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5596 Bano shower shelf- white

5596-B Bano shower shelf- black

5596-G Bano shower shelf-grey

13
0

5491-B Bano bathroom shelf-black         

5491-G Bano bathroom shelf-grey        

5491 Bano bathroom shelf- white      

14
9
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Bano shelves

Bano shower shelf
For Bano 5460, 5480 and 54100 wall grab bars 
and 5591 wall grab bar L shape

Bano bathroom shelf for toilet bag
For Bano 5581 shower rail, 5440, 5460, 5480 
and 54100 wall grab bars and 5591 wall grab bar 
L shape
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3477 Bano wall mounted white toilet brush- white holder

3477-G Bano wall mounted white toilet brush - grey holder

Bano products have been manufactured to a holistic design to ensure that all 
components match in the bathroom. The holder is mounted on the wall for easy 
access to the floor while cleaning. The toilet brush holder can be easily detached 
from the wall mount for cleaning.

Section A-A

A

A

4

8

14
,3

72

Ø 70,797

12
6

107

114

Bano wall mounted toilet brush 
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5496-G Bano waste bin 10L- grey

5496 Bano waste bin 10L- white

Bano products have been manufactured to a holistic design to ensure that all components 
match in the bathroom. The wastebin is available in different colours.
The wastebin has a rectangular, curved shape to take up minimal space in the room. It is 
designed to be mounted on the wall with an unique wall mounting system which makes it 
easy to remove for taking away waste or cleaning. The wall mount can be fixed to the wall 
either with screws or glue.

Bano waste bin
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5400 Bano single wall hook- white

5400/B Bano single wall hook- black

5400/G Bano single wall hook- grey

Bano accessories  have been manufactured to a holistic design to ensure that all 
components match in the bathroom. It is more satisfying to use a bathroom in which 
all the elements match. In a Bano bathroom, this also applies to the small but important 
details, such as hooks for towels and flannels.
Hang properly
Bano single wall hook is designed to ensure that towels hang securely and properly. 
It may be necessary to have towels hanging within easy reach in several places in 
the bathroom.

Ø10

Ø71 30

Bano single wall hook
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Bano products have been manufactured to a holistic design to ensure that all components 
match in the bathroom. It is a pleasure to use a bathroom where all the components fit together. 
In a Bano bathroom this also includes important details like hooks for wash cloths and towels.

Bano double wall hooks has a solid cover which helps reduce build up of dust and dirt. Which
makes it easier to clean and more hygienic. The double wall hooks are designed so the towels 
can hang well. 

Bano double wall hooks can also be mounted with Bano 5440, 5460, 5480 and 54100 wall grab 
bars and 5591 wall grab bar L shape.

5402 Bano double wall hooks- white

5402-B Bano double wall hooks- black

5402-G Bano double wall hooks- grey

Bano double wall hooks
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User friendly
Many people need to use a walking stick or crutches in their everyday lives. 
In the Bano bathroom, it is essential that there is a place to store this support simply 
and within easy reach. The solution is the Bano stick holder, which is functional and 
user friendly. Bano walking stick holder  “grabs” the user walking stick by a rubber strip, 
and it stays on place until it is needed again.

5510 Bano walking stick holder

76

72 35

Bano walking stick holder
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Explore every opportunity
if you want to explore all the opportunities offered by Bano washbasins in every day use, 
make sure to install the flexible outflow pipe and water trap.

Excellent access to the washbasin
Wheelchair users can be sure of excellent access to the washbasin because the flexible 
outflow pipe can be pushed all the way into the wall, thus freeing up space below the 
washbasin. Adapted for use with all Bano washbasins.

52094 Bano flexible outflow pipe

Bano flexible outflow pipe
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Showroom
Accora LTD
Charter House
Barrington Road
Orwell
Cambridge
CG8 5QP
Phone: 01954 214040
www.bano.co.uk
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